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Overview 
The ARRIS 2014 Consumer Entertainment Index (CEI) revealed significant consumer demand for personalized access to all 
forms of entertainment and associated content. Specifically, the study picked up several key consumption trends: 

• Broadcast TV is here to stay 
o 96% watch at least one hour of broadcast TV each week 

• The living room is still the center of household entertainment, but the proliferation of connected devices and the 
growing popularity of streaming content is mobilizing consumers within the home  

o 41% of tablet owners watch content on their tablet in the bedroom, and 22% in the kitchen 
• Binge TV-viewing is at an all-time high  

o 80% admit to ‘binge-viewing’ content, while a quarter of 25-34 year-olds binge-view once a week 
• Traditional TV advertisements are a turn-off to consumers, but storage is a bigger concern, and new 

merchandising opportunities may be the next way in  
o 60% download or record a TV program just so that they can skip the advertisements 
o 62% of those interested in a service that provides a storage solution to save their content would willingly 

be shown a few advertisements in exchange for receiving this service for free 
o 30% using second screens to engage with a TV program they were watching did so to purchase an item 

featured on the TV program 
Method 
The independent global study of media consumption habits sampled 10,500 consumers in 19 countries. 
 
Key Findings 

• 95% of respondents watch Broadcast TV each week (96% globally), with 80% watching at least 1-5 hours a week 
o Latin American respondents prefer the dining room and kitchen to the living room to watch TV 

• However, mobile devices like tablets and smartphones are enabling consumers to branch out to other rooms in the 
home: 

o Living room: 42% (tablet owners) and 41% (smartphone owners) 
o Bedroom: 41% (tablet owners) and 40% (smartphone owners) 
o Kitchen: 22% (tablet owners) and 25% (smartphone owners) 
o Dining room: 19% (tablet owners) and 17% (smartphone owners) 
o Bathroom: 13% (tablet owners) and 19% (smartphone owners) 

• Consumers are also using second screens to complement the content they are watching  
o 56% have used a laptop, desktop, smartphone, or tablet to do something related to the TV program they 

were watching  
• This is providing new opportunities to capitalize on growing consumer engagement with mobile devices 

o 30% of these used second screens to purchase an item featured on the TV program they were watching 
• Recording is an integral component of the content experience 

o 78% of respondents record content each week  
o But more than a quarter of recorded content (28%) is never actually watched 

• Households argue not over what to watch, but what to delete 
o 74% of DVR users who delete a recorded program to make space are frustrated at having to do so 

• Subscription services are growing in popularity 
o 72% of respondents using an online subscription or streaming service do so at least once a week 
o 27% of these use this type of service to view content every day 
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Content Breakdown 
Consumers are viewing more content in more ways: 

• 11 hours watching broadcast TV 
• 11 hours watching subscription paid TV 
• 7 hours watching Internet stream via on-demand TV or catch-up service 
• 7 hours watching Internet TV 
• 5 hours watching Internet stream via paid subscription TV service 
• 4 hours watching Internet shows created by users (not official TV channels or TV service providers) 
• 8 hours surfing social media web sites 

 
The Living Room and Beyond 
While consumers are taking content to other rooms, the living room remains the preferred setting (global average in 
brackets) for content consumption: 

• Broadcast TV viewers: living room (66%), bedroom (25%), kitchen (14%), dining room (11%), bathroom (4%) 
• Tablet owners: living room (42%), bedroom (41%), kitchen (22%), dining room (19%), bathroom (13%)  
• Smartphone owners: living room (41%), bedroom (40%), kitchen (25%), dining room (17%), bathroom (19%) 
• Internet TV viewers: living room (53%), bedroom (26%), kitchen (10%), dining room (11%), bathroom (5%) 
• Video games console owners: living room (39%), bedroom (22%), kitchen (8%), dining room (7%), bathroom 

(13%) 
 
Reason for Recording  

• 68% of respondents record content to watch another program airing live at the same time 
• 60% of consumers download or record a TV program so that they can skip the advertisements 
• 59% are hoarders – recording so they can watch the program again 

o 56% record to collect the whole series of a program 
 
Recording Limitations 
Consumers are running out of space when it comes to recording TV programs 

• 62% of DVR users have had to delete or move old TV programs and movies to make space for new content 
• 74% of which experienced frustration in the home when a program has to be deleted to make space 
• 62% interested in a storage solution to save their content would willingly be shown a few advertisements in 

exchange for this service for free 
 
Device Ownership 
This year, more consumers own smartphones, tablets and game consoles. Laptop ownership decreased year-over-year. 
Of global respondents (last year’s figure in brackets): 

• 71% own a laptop (73%) 
• 71% own a smartphone (60%) 
• 43% own a tablet (26%) 
• 39% own a game console (34%) 

 
Engagement while Viewing 
56% of consumers are using more than one device to engage in the TV program they are watching, of these: 

• 36% used a second device to access live information about the program 
• 26% used a second device to access historical information about the program 
• 32% engaged in a text conversation about the program 
• 21% engaged in a voice conversation using a second device 
• 30% purchased a song featured or another product featured on the program 
• 20% played an interactive game or app related to the program 
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Methods for Recommending Content 
Of global respondents (last year’s figure in brackets): 

• 29% verbally (34%) 
• 27% via email (31%) 
• 22% via SMS (25%) 
• 17% via instant messaging (18%) 
• 14% via Twitter (17%) 
• 36% via Facebook (38%) 

 
Assuring the Best Entertainment Experience 

• 46% of consumers use an online subscription or streaming service at least once a week 
o More than one in four (27%) users of this type of service use it to view content every day 

• 73% had problems with streaming subscriptions and on demand services 
• 14% moved to a different TV Service Provider in the last two years to access the TV content they wanted 

 

### 

** The ARRIS 2014 Consumer Entertainment Index is based on an online survey of 10,500 people in 19 countries. 
Response required TV service with a capable device and access to an Internet connection. For more information, visit 
www.ARRISi.com/ARRISCEI. ** 

ARRIS and the ARRIS Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of ARRIS Enterprises, Inc.  All other trademarks are 
the property of their respective owners. © ARRIS Enterprises, Inc. 2014.  All rights reserved. 

 

 

 


